
1.  Down   in  the wood, Down  in   the wood, There  was  a   tree, There   was   a    tree, The
2.   And     on the  tree,  And     on  the tree,  There   was  a branch,There was  a branch, The

pret-  ti  -est   tree,    The          pret -   ti-est     tree,     That you     ev -  er  did   see,    That you

pret-  ti  -est branch,  The         pret -   ti-est  branch,   That you     ev -  er   did  see,    That you

ev  -   er   did    see,    AND  the tree was in the wood and  the green grass grew all  a-
ev -    er   did    see,    AND  the branch was on the tree,
                              and   the tree was in the wood and the  green grass grew all  a-

round, all  a- round,  and the    green  grass  grew    all     a - round.

Down in the Wood campsong
cumulative

arr: LJClare 2014

Key C, first note do(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 Down...

Andante

Presto

1. down in the wood, there was a tree
2. on  the tree, there was a branch
3. on the branch, there was a nest
4. in the nest, there was an egg
5. in the egg, there was a bird
6. on the bird, there was a wing
7. on the wing, there was a feather
8. on the feather, there was a flea
9. on the flea, there was an elephant

A campsong enhanced by using the body to 
show the “things” in each verse.   The 
repetitive story lines, and the actions race as 
quickly as possible.

tuba, piano
cumulative, echo, just for fun, action

Take a deep breath  ---can you sing through the chorus without pausing?  Add actions to 
the challenge of making it through this  “just for fun” camp song.

Down In The Wood



1.  Down   in  the wood, Down  in   the wood, There  was  a   tree, There   was   a    tree, The
2.   And     on the  tree,  And     on  the tree,  There   was  a branch,There was  a branch, The

pret-  ti  -est   tree,    The          pret -   ti-est     tree,     That you     ev -  er  did   see,    That you

pret-  ti  -est branch,  The         pret -   ti-est  branch,   That you     ev -  er   did  see,    That you

ev  -   er   did    see,    AND  the tree was in the wood and  the green grass grew all  a-
ev -    er   did    see,    AND  the branch was on the tree,
                              and   the tree was in the wood and the  green grass grew all  a-

round, all  a- round,  and the    green  grass  grew    all     a - round.

Down in the Wood campsong
cumulative

arr: LJClare 2014

Key C, first note do(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 Down...

Andante

Presto

1. down in the wood, there was a tree
2. on  the tree, there was a branch
3. on the branch, there was a nest
4. in the nest, there was an egg
5. in the egg, there was a bird
6. on the bird, there was a wing
7. on the wing, there was a feather
8. on the feather, there was a flea
9. on the flea, there was an elephant

A campsong enhanced by using the body to 
show the “things” in each verse.   The 
repetitive story lines, and the actions race as 
quickly as possible.

Can Do Music 2          May    301 Lesley J Clare

New Song:  New Song:  Down In The Wood As this campsong is traditionally done by a leader, with the 
group echoing each line until the chorus, it makes for an 
excellent listening exercise.  

Challenge students to find out what the song is about by echoing the lead voice on the mp3 (do not 
use the mp4 at this time as it has too many visual clues).

Ask students for information they learned in the song.  Explain that when the song is sung at a 
campfire (this may need interpreting to some students), actions are done for each of the verses.  
The body is the tree, an arm the branch, etc.  Try out actions for each verse.

Sing the song again, this time using the mp4 and adding the actions.
Repeat once more with everyone standing.

cumulative song
bordun      do   -   so
Key G        G         D



1. down in the wood, there was a tree

2. on  the tree, there was a branch

3. on the branch, there was a nest

4. in the nest, there was an egg

5. in the egg, there was a bird

6. on the bird, there was a wing

7. on the wing, there was a feather

8. on the feather, there was a flea

9. on the flea, there was an elephant

tree:  stand straight, like the trunk of a tree

branch:  raise and crook an arm into a branch

nest:  cup hands as if holding the nest

egg:  form an egg by using thumbs and forefingers

bird:  thumbs in armpits and wave elbows

wing:  one thumb in armpit waving, other hand points to it

feather:  wiggle one finger as if it is a feather

flea:  point to invisible spot on wiggling finger

elephant:  make huge motion with both hands up and out
                       look perplexed

Ideas for Actions



Down in the wood
There was a tree
The prettiest tree
That you ever did see

And
the tree was in the wood 
and the green grass grew all around, all 
around, 
and the green grass grew all around.

jAnd on the tree
There was a branch
The prettiest branch
That you ever did see

And
the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood
and the green grass grew all around, all 
around,
and the green grass grew all around.

And on the branch
There was a nest
The prettiest nest
That you ever did see

And
the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And   the green grass  ......

And in the nest
There was an egg
The prettiest egg
That you ever did see

And
the egg was in the nest,
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And  the green grass ....



And in the egg
There was a bird
The prettiest bird
That you ever did see

And
the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And  the green grass ...

And on the bird,
there was a wing
the prettiest wing
that you ever did see

And
the wing was on the bird
and the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And   the green grass ....

And on the wing, 
there was a feather,
the prettiest feather
that you ever did see

And
the feather was on the wing
and the wing was on the bird
and the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on tree
and the tree was in the wood

And the green grass  ....

And on the feather
there was a flea
the prettiest flea
that you ever did see

And
the flea was on the feather
and the feather was on the wing
and the wing was on the bird
and the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And  the green grass grew all 
around...

And on the flea
t h e r e  w a s  a n  
elephant.



Down in the wood
There was a tree
The prettiest tree
That you ever did see    And
the tree was in the wood 
and the green grass 
             grew all around, all around, 
and the green grass grew all around.

jAnd on the tree
There was a branch
The prettiest branch
That you ever did see    And
the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood
and the green grass 
             grew all around, all around,
and the green grass grew all around.

And on the branch
There was a nest
The prettiest nest
That you ever did see    And
the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And   the green grass  ......

And in the nest
There was an egg
The prettiest egg
That you ever did see    And
the egg was in the nest,
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And  the green grass ....

And on the wing, 
there was a feather,
the prettiest feather
that you ever did see    And
the feather was on the wing
and the wing was on the bird
and the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on tree
and the tree was in the wood

And the green grass  ....

And on the feather
there was a flea
the prettiest flea
that you ever did see    And
the flea was on the feather
and the feather was on the wing
and the wing was on the bird
and the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And  the green grass grew all around...

And in the egg
There was a bird
The prettiest bird
That you ever did see    And
the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And  the green grass ...

And on the bird,
there was a wing
the prettiest wing
that you ever did see    And
the wing was on the bird
and the bird was in the egg
and the egg was in the nest
and the nest was on the branch
and the branch was on the tree
and the tree was in the wood

And   the green grass ....

And on the flea
there was an elephant.
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